
Project 3
Topic - Jewelery

Phase 1 Research 



History

It wasn’t until the Neolithic period (6,000 BC) that 
humans began to make jewelry, which could be 
considered the world’s first fashion accessories.

One reason why jewelry was so popular was because 
it was believed to have magical powers that offered 
the wearer spiritual protection or good luck.

Over time, ornamentation became even more lavish.



Jewelery

Real (Gold, Silver etc.) Fashion Jewelery



Research 



Where, How, Why?



What is the Fashion Jewellery Retailing Industry?

Firms in this industry primarily sell fashion jewellery that is made from non-
precious metals, stones, glass, plastic or wood. The industry excludes 
department stores, online-only retailers and general clothing retailers that do 
not specialise in jewellery and accessories. 

Industry Analysis & Industry Trends

Demand for fashion jewellery is influenced by seasonal fashion and 
consumer trends, and due to the inexpensive nature of these products, 
consumers are able to keep up-to-date with the latest styles while 
maintaining a budget. 

Financial markets over the past five years has prompted many households 
to scale back unnecessary expenditure on discretionary goods or opt for 
cheaper alternatives.

Secondary Research



Scope
As disposable incomes rebounded, industry revenue has grown more 
strongly. With the economy continuing along its upward trajectory, consumer 
demand for discretionary items like jewelry will grow steadily. 

Fashion jewellery retailers sell necklaces, bracelets, rings and earrings to 
consumers. 

Necklaces

Necklaces are the largest product segment in the industry. Fashion 
necklaces come in a variety of shapes, sizes and designs, and are primarily 
made using stainless steel, synthetic fibres and other non-precious metals. 
Other jewellery items that are simple variations of necklaces, such as 
pendants and chains, are also included in this segment.



What is the Online Jewelry & Sales Industry?

Operators in this industry sell fine jewelry, artificial jewelry, watches and 
costume jewelry over the internet. Operators include online-only retailers as 
well as brick-and-mortar stores that have an online presence. 

http://www.ibisworld.com.au/industry/fashion-jewellery-retailing.html 

http://www.ibisworld.com/industry/online-jewelry-watch-sales.html



Over all changing but exciting time for Fashion 
Accessories Industry world wide consumer spending 
in this sector.

Coustume jewelery better value against traditional 
Jewelery.

Affordable luxury one of the key selling points for the 
Fashion Jewelery.

Fashion Jewelery is not always inexpensive. Kenneth 
Jay Lane’s pieces sell for thounsands of pounds. 
However, mass market items can sell for anything 
between $1 and $100.





Great way to start up is to start out by selling at Local 
Shows, Exhibitions.

A good way to start up is also to sell at departmental chain 
stores because its easier to make profit. Not just for women, but 

for men too!



Case studies of some entrepreneurs

To support a casuse

Jewelery designer turned 
accessory designer.



Case studies of some entrepreneurs

To support a casuse

Jewelery designer turned 
accessory designer.



Visual Research 









Visual Matrix



Metalic

Other materials
Positioning

Luxury Affordable



The Linear Process in Steps

Phase 1
VALS: Values and Lifestyle Categories

my audience



 Phase 2 Planning



Mind Maps









Determining Strategy

Currently the fashion jewelry sector is 
saturated with affordable jewelery made of 
materials other than metal.

My strategy is to position my fashion 
jewelery on the scale of luxury and other 
materials.

It would be a bit on the higher end. 

The jewelery would be collectors edition 
for the history of Graphic design inspired 
jewelry. 

Metallic

Other materials

Luxury Affordable

Positioned here



Plan

1. Persona

Name : Taaneya Balaji
Age:24
Occupation: C.E.O of Illustration 
Much and a student at SCAD.
Location: Georgia, Atlanta

About her

• Loves chevron.
• She is a C.E.O of a graphic.

design studio in India.
• Loves her jewelery, especially

earrings and armlets.
• Considers herself to be a post-

modernist at heart.

Goals

• Buy jewelery which would be a statement in itself.
• Be able to create a connection between the design jewelry and her

design style preference.
• Be able to buy jewelery to wear on special events, studio

openings, meetings etc.



Plan

2. Persona

Name : Tammy Aguiura
Age:28
Occupation: Design Entreprenure
 Location: Georgia, Atlanta

About her

• Has a flair for fashion

• Design Entreprenure 

• Loves to dress up.

• Loves all this art.

Goals

• Buy jewelery which would be a statement in itself.
• Be able to create a connection between the design jewelry and her

design style preference.
• Be able to buy jewelery to wear on special events, studio

openings, meetings etc.



Plan

3. Persona

Name : Chaitalee Shetty
Age:29
Occupation: Textile Designer
 Location: Dubai,UAE

About her

• Fun, happy go lucky

• Textile Designer

• Loves all things jewelry

• Is a fine artist as well

Goals

• Loves to collect different kind of unique jewelry

• Be able to buy jewelery to wear on special events, exhibitions expos
openings, meetings etc.



Creative Brief

Background : I am my the client and I 
am the designer, the product in question 
is fashion jewelry, its strengths is that 
it has a huge market for sales as every 
individual own some kind of jewelry, it 
weakness is that this product category 
is very crowded and there are a lot of 
competitors.

Overview : To design a line a jewelery 
products which would stand out as 
compared to the junk fashion jewelery 
in the market and be positioned as the 
style statement which a designer would 
make wearing the jewelery which is 
inspired by the various graphic design 
moments, thus subtly voicing his 
opinion as to what they think is a good 
design period and what inspires them,

Drivers : To get people to buy this 
special edition collection of jewelry. 
Create a sense and a need a more 
personal jewelery statement.

Audience : The target audience would 
be females 22yrs-40yrs who appreciate 
all things design.

Competitors : Other high end designer 
jewelery,

Tone: Cool, Nostalgia, Modern

Message : To create a feeling of nostalgia 
and to buy the jewelery piece as a statement 
maker for their own design style.

Plan: The plan is to make the jewelery out 
of different materials, wood, acrylic, leather  
and 3-D Printed, All the production would 
have to take place in the sculpture studio 
where laser cutting and 3-D printing can be 
used. The jewelry would be designed by me.

Details : There are no legal restriction as 
such. 

People : The person to be reported to is 
Prof. Lisa Babb.



Phase 3 Creative 
Overview























































Branding



Logo



Identity pattern



Tags for packaging

My initial idea was to have hanging tags,but that did not make sense since luxury jewelry 
is always displayed in a glass shelf and not hung on the wall like junk jewelry is, hence I 
canceled that idea.

Instead of the hanging tags, I decided to have just plain tags which would be attached to 
the jewelry with a black string. As compred to the jewelry the tags look too big!

My initial idea was to have hanging tags,but that did not make sense since luxury jewelry 
is always displayed in a glass shelf and not hung on the wall like junk jewelry is, hence I 
canceled that idea.



Changed the size of the tags so they don’t look huge as compared to the jewelry. Both 
the pattern and the copy needed to change. The looked kind of random and the copy 
needed to explain to the person buying the jewelry why and what should they be buying.

Final Design

Made a pattern using the initial C 
from the brand name Curio. This 
pattern makes more sense and relates 
to the brand.

For the jewelry connoisseur who 
knows about all things art – this line 
says it all, if a person not knowing 
what to buy for a his or her designer 
companion see this they would know 
what to buy.



Final Design and Branding/Packaging
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